
Quite Rather

Name: Date: __/__/20__

By an effort that testified to the excellent condition of his muscles, the
person instantly righted himself, and stood swaying unsteadily on his toes and
heels, and smiling _________ vaguely on Mrs. Bilkins.

1.

rather

They all laughed, but _________ weakly, just for the sake of laughing; not
one of them really wished to part from her husband, even in cases where he
disliked her, and they quarrelled.

2. rather

At this occupation I did a good deal; but, somehow, I was not _________
satisfied, and so finally abandoned it.
3. quite

He had always regarded the taking and discussion of evidence as a
_________ wearisome and windy business.
4.

rather

But no sooner did he reach the mill and begin wandering about the rooms
full of machinery than it struck him it had been _________ cowardly even to
run away for a time.

5.
rather

The paste is yellowish gray in color and _________ coarse in texture.6. rather

Harry bent down and kissed her _________ sulkily.7. rather

Then Maurice, _________ dubiously, suggested a halt.8. rather

I cannot tell you what the crown was made of, but I am _________ certain
that it was still more splendid than all the rest.
9. quite

It's _________ right and justifiable, if done from a simple aversion to
physical pain and danger.
10. quite

Now it was _________ unfortunate that Mr. Carleton should have chosen
just this particular time for reminding his daughter of her duty.
11. rather

She thought one of the lights was bigger than the others, though she was
not _________ sure, for they jumped about so, and it might have been
another one that was bigger.

12.
quite
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He had his back to the door, and he did not see Jack, who stood
_________ doubtfully on the threshold, with a certain shade of
embarrassment upon his ordinary composure.

13.
rather

I wish I could believe he was _________ honest with us; but, indeed, who
was ever _________ honest who wrote a book for a purpose?
14. quite

quite

In addition, the dogs are growing _________ slow and slack, and it is
almost impossible to get them on.
15. rather

The house, itself, though if it still remained, it would seem _________
quaint and old-fashioned, was still very creditable as a work of architecture.
16. rather

Dinner on the steamer was served under the _________ scanty shelter
on the upper deck.
17. rather

It is very odd, but so it is; and I am _________ sure that she knows best.18. quite

And here we are _________ clear of the Sarah!19. quite

Her _________ oddly shaped blue eyes had a far-away, almost uncanny
light in them, that somehow added to Betty's discomfort.
20. rather
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